The LAUWERS standard leek harvester: light, solid and reliable no matter the conditions!
EASY HARVESTING

The long lifting arm guarantees a clear view to the shaking mechanism, so the harvesting depth can be easily controlled. The conveyor belt at the back is adjustable in height and depth for an optimal work attitude. All motors and rams can be controlled from the cabin (optional).

NEW SHAKING MECHANISM

The new double shaking system works more intensive without damaging the leeks. The front shaker is very powerful, the second one finishes the job. The large and very soft lifting belts hold the leek firmly so heavy clods do not longer disturb the lifting process.

HARVESTING, NO MATTER WHAT CONDITIONS

The frame of the machine is pliable to allow a large machine in the field for an optimal weight proportion and a smaller machine on the road for transport. The big and large wheels guarantee enough free height under the frame, even while lifting in the worst conditions.

AUTO- PILOT AND AUTOMATIC DEPTH CONTROL

Optional, the LAUWERS leek harvester can be equipped with a special row seeker and automatic depth control, so there is no longer need to a driver on the tractor. This way, one person can harvest on his own.

RELIABLE

The LAUWERS leek harvester is built with the most reliable parts for hydraulics, transmission etc. to guarantee a careless operation. Also in the worst conditions, this harvester keeps going!

COME HARVEST WITH US!
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